Detailed study of Fermilab Recycler Ring anti-proton injection line became feasible with its BPM system upgrade, though the beamline has been in existence and operational since year 2000. Previous attempts were not fruitful due to limitations in the BPM system. Among the objectives are the assessment of beamline optics and the presence of error fields. In particular the field region of the permanent Lambertson magnets at both ends of R22 transfer line will be scrutinized.
INTRODUCTION
The Fermilab Recycler Ring (RR) was built entirely with permanent magnets except for the correction elements. Combined function magnets, with and without sextupole field, and quadrupole magnets were used for the entire ring and its associated transfer lines. Permanent magnet Lambertsons were also used at all injection and extraction points, as shown in Figure 1 . R22 line, between RR 214 to Main Injector (MI) 222 location, is used for anti-proton injection and proton extraction. R32 line, between RR 328 and MI 321 location, is for transfer in the other direction. The abort line, starting with LAM402, takes proton beams to the dump. During commissioning of the Recycler Ring studies were conducted exclusively with protons through the R32 transfer line. It was realized at the time that substantial error fields existed in both LAM328 at Recycler end and LAM321 at Main Injector end. With limited BPM precision rough estimates of skew quadrupole components were made and corrections were installed at both locations using permanent skew quadrupoles.
The study of the R22 line, following the Recycler BPM system upgrade and that of Main Injector, is expected to provide better understanding of transfer line optics and error fields, particularly that in LAM214 of Recycler and in LAM222 at the other end of R22 transfer line.
Data taken during study were analyzed using the technique of harmonic decomposition, of which the concept has been reported [1] . Previous application of harmonic decomposition dealt only with error fields in field-free region of Lambertson magnets of Recycler Ring [2] , with LAM214 included. The analysis presented in this paper, on the other hand, will focus on the field region of the magnet. Linear beamline optical property of the transfer line will also be compared with model calculation. 
DATA
Two horizontal plane and two vertical plane correctors were used to excite orbit oscillation. These correctors are located within Recycler Ring, just before extraction point. Separation in phase advances between same plane correctors is close to 90°. One-bump data sets with each corrector at multiple settings were taken for analysis. Figure 2 shows one set of such data with H204 corrector. Included 
ANALYSIS
With harmonic decomposition each data set, i.e. one corrector at various kick sizes, is turned into harmonic orbits of first, second, and possibly higher orders. The first step of decomposition is demonstrated in Figure 4 , where position data at MW702 is plotted against the current used in the horizontal corrector H204. Linear and second order fits are both shown to highlight the non-linear nature of position response and the need for harmonic decomposition. Shown in Figure 5 is vertical position at BPM VP701 as a function of same corrector H204, an indication of non-linear cross-plane coupling. The coefficients of fitted polynomial, listed at top of plot, are used as magnitudes of harmonic orbits of corresponding order.
Once constructed, harmonic orbits propagates in linear optics only. BPM resolution and beam stability limits the number of orders that can be realistically analyzed. Dipole errors are always compensated by beamline correctors through orbit smoothing program and will not be the subject of discussion here. Figure 6 shows the first order harmonic orbits of corrector H204 in green and of H206 in magenta. In the absence of errors, the first order harmonic orbit is the same as the orbit caused by the corrector at one amp, with no coupling into the vertical plane. 
First order

Second order orbits
Second order harmonic orbits from H204 are shown in Figure 8 . In vertical plane, top plot, kick errors at RR 214 and R22 705 locations were found to account for the observed orbit, as indicated by markers. In the horizontal plane errors were found at 212, 214, and 706 location of R22 line. These kicks imply existence of second order errors. The continuation of the R22 line into the Main Injector appeared to indicate yet another kick error. However, data from MI segment seemed less reliable than expected. Given that the ability of MI BPM system on beam with 2.5 MHz RF structure has just been commissioned, more time is needed to optimize the system before data can be reliably used for analysis. For data with the other horizontal corrector H206, only the vertical plane harmonic orbit is shown in Figure 9 . Second order kick error was found at v2_22 and v1_22, both vertical bend in R22 transfer line. Second order harmonic orbits from vertical correctors also bear signatures of errors but will not be shown.
Higher order and Others
Third and higher order errors are not supported by the available data and will not be discussed. 
ERROR FIELDS
LAM214
Of four data sets taken, only the one with H204 is most optimal for diagnosing field error at LAM214. Error multipole strengths can be calculated by interpreting kick errors found in the harmonic orbits. Table I lists the angular errors found in column two, in terms of currents in corrector H214 located next to LAM214. The field needed to cause each kick error is calculated and listed in column three. Actual multipole strengths are listed in column four. The strength of the normal quadrupole component in LAM214 was determined directly by matching to the first order orbit and used in the linear optics model for calculation. 
CONCLUSION
Linear optics of Recycler R22 transfer line has been established, with focusing and skew coupling error sources. Base on data analyzed, injection Lambertson magnet LAM214 was found to have substantial amount of linear and non-linear field errors and their strengths were documented. Errors in Lambertson magnet at the other end of injection transfer line, i.e. LAM222 on Main Injector, was un-mistakable. However, quantifying the error fields, and that of other locations, will take more studies that target specifically the particular location in question.
Since the study was conducted with a proton beam, the down-stream machine's ability to respond to beam with 2.5 MHz RF structure from Recycler is critical. For LAM214 down-stream machine is R22 line and data is not an issue. For LAM222 Main Injector is the downstream machine. the response of its BPM system is still to be understood.
